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ICONS OF MOTORSPORTS
Porsche - hardly any other car manufacturer has produced as many legendary 
sports cars as the German Manufacturer. Test driver Lars Kern drives six of the 
original models on the Porsche race track in Leipzig - and he shows what they are 
capable of in terms of acceleration and driving pleasure. At the racetrack, curves of 
world-famous racetracks were recreated. On the one hand a homage, on the other 
hand also a sporting advantage, because it can be used to test how new models 
behave in a wide variety of situations.

1x60‘ | Producer: N24 | In Production

BEHIND BARS 4
Following the great success of previous seasons Behind Bars - The World‘s 
Toughest Prisons . We will introduce the viewer to another six prisons around the 
world and show the struggles to survive behind bars. 
They are six of the toughest prisons in the world. Confined, corrupt and 
overpopulated – they’re nowhere lands that reveal the worst aspects of humanity. 
“Behind Bars – World’s Toughest Prisons” returns for a fourth round. In five different 
countries the series peers behind the walls to offer the viewer an intimate insight 
into an unfathomable world.

6x60‘ | Producer: Maximus | In Production 

Screener: Behind Bars 4

Trailer: Icons of Motorsports I Password: Quintus2015

I Password: Quintus2015

EAST HARBOUR HEROES
With exclusive access to the inner workings of the Port of St. John, one of the 
busiest harbours in North America, EAST HARBOUR HEROES takes viewers on a 
rollicking ride aboard the ships bound for the North Atlantic’s beacon of hope, into 
the shipping yards where the chaos of cargo is always happening, and into the lives 
of the people tasked with bringing everything into the port safely. Standing in their 
way? The unpredictable and dangerous weather and the relentless mechanical 
challenges of the hundreds of ships that seek refuge here each year.

10x60‘ | Producer: Bell Media | In Production

Screener: East Harbour Heroes I Password: Quintus2015

https://vimeo.com/810562441
https://vimeo.com/809781337
https://www.kollaborate.tv/player?link=63ec39b90ff39


FACING FORCES OF NATURE
Whether tsunamis, tornadoes or out of control fires - natural disasters are a 
constant threat. The only option: Take on the challenges of natural catastrophes 
with brilliant engineering. But do we really stand a chance against these constantly 
worsening forces of nature? But how well can we actually protect ourselves? What 
solutions do engineers develop to make gigantic skyscrapers earthquake-proof? 
What´s the engineering answer to the fatal tsunamis of the past? And is there any 
protection from a tornado with a four kilometerwide range?

5x60‘ | Producer: Maximus | In Production

Taster: Facing Forces of Nature

BANGED UP: MY STORY

FLYING TRUCKS: THE WORLD‘S MOST 
DANGEROUS DELIVERIES

What is life in prison really like? How does it feel to spend 23hrs a day locked in 
a cell? Or to have to share your meals with killers and rapists? In Banged Up: My 
Story, we hear first-hand from ex-convicts from some of the toughest prisons in 
the world. We sit down with them as they tell their very personal stories, and for 
the first time ask them the questions that audiences have always wanted to ask 
about what it is really like to be incarcerated.

In this access led documentary series, we see just how the Africans do it as they 
transport some of the most perishable local products with speed, determination 
and high risk on the continents most dangerous roads - these are what’s known 
as the flying trucks!

4x60‘ | Producer: Middlechild | Quintus Original | In Production

6x60‘ | Producer: Afrika Live Media | Quintus Original | In Production

Screener: Banged Up

Sizzle: Flying Trucks

I Password: Quintus2015

I Password: Quintus2015

I Password: Quintus2015

https://vimeo.com/521341253/560d63eb6a
https://vimeo.com/755147172
https://vimeo.com/751625479


IN DEVELOPMENT



COLD WAR SECRET STRUCTURES
Bunkers, deeply hidden underground, military bases hermetically sealed off from 
the outside world, or hospitals built only for the elites and kept top secret.
After the relaxation of glasnost and perestroika and the collapse of the Soviet 
Union, many of these facilities became worthless. They were no longer strategically 
important and abandoned...

4x60‘ | Producer: Maximus | Quintus Original | In Development

MISSING PRESUMED DEAD
Over half a million people are reported missing in the USA every year - a number 
that is believed to be a significant underestimate. After a significant period of time 
has passed, some of them actually come back.... but where exactly have they been?!

5x60‘ | Producer: Spirit Studios | Quintus Original | In Development

Sizzle: Missing Presumed Dead

Sizzle: Cold War Secret Structures I Password: Quintus2015

I Password: Quintus2015

https://vimeo.com/748719913
https://vimeo.com/676295101/c7e1f903a1
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